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President’s Message
The year is coming to a fast close as winter hits, the
trees in the Sierras are getting bare, and the fish in the
high altitude lakes are getting ready for the ice over.
It was the story I can tell you about North Lake as I
fished with my good buddy Mike Ells on 10/28.
We all know as winter hits, fly-fishing does not stop.
In fact, we get ready and eager for down drafts on the
Lower Owens, and the great mid day hatches, as the
days get shorter and colder. It’s why I love So Cal; we
have a really great year round fishery.
I hope that everyone gets a chance to make the next
meeting. David D’Beaupre will be our guest speaker.
David is owner of Sierra Trout Magnet, that little fly
shop just outside of Bishop’s main drag, near the beef
jerky shop. If you blink you will miss it. David is a
great resource for our club and I hope that you all pay
a visit to the Sierra Trout Magnet Fly Shop. Please
remember that David grants us 10 % discount for
HDFF club members. Please remember you need to
ask though. Traci is usually in the shop when David is
out on the water.
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opportunity for the clubs to meet each other and share
information. Rick Proulx was cooking some mean
brats and I appreciate Deep Creek Fly Fishers and Ron
Bishop for hosting this meeting. Hopefully we may
host a meeting next year.

HD Club Discount Locations
Arizona Flyfishers: www.azflyfishing.net
Sierra Trading Post: www.sierratradingpost.com

In closing I would like to share a phone call that I
received from Alan Reos, on 10/16. Alan, Carmen
Miranda and Carmen’s grandson “Michael” were
fishing at Jess Ranch in the fly-fishing pond. Alan told
me he saw Michael having some trouble mending
his line and was missing a lot of fish. Alan went over
and showed Michael what he was doing wrong. As
soon as Alan gave Michael some lessons, Michael
was kicking some trout fanny. Alan’s story reminds
us all what a club stands for. It’s a team of individuals
that share their skills, talents, and good works to help
others and “pays it forward”. It is true that fly-fishing
holds a stigma of the individual sport, however when
we believe in the concepts of “paying it forward”, we
bring another level to this sport. It honors the good
works. Thank you Alan.

Flymen Fishing: www.flymenfishingcompany.com
Sierra Stream:

www.stillwaterflyfishingadventures.com

Sierra Trout Magnet: Dave D’beaupre, owner
(760) 873-0010 10%
www.sierratroutmagnet.com

I deeply appreciate Phil Greenlee’s article about the
Project Healing Water outing on 10/15, and I hope
that everyone knows that Phil’s visit was extra special
for us as a club. Phil’s visit reinforced the relationship
that we HDFF hold as a FFF charter club. I hope
that any questioned that were aired out will be put
to rest. Friday nights meeting showed Phil’s interest
and dedication to our club and the Federation. I was
especially impressed that Phil volunteers his time and
does not receive an income from the FFF. He really
wants the FFF to become the great organization it used
to be, particularly in this economy. Phil also reinforced
that he wants us/HDFF to be happy. Thank you all
that attended the meeting. A special thanks to Michael
Davis for his diplomacy and wisdom. Michael had
some good advise, that the board should consider
before the years end. We need to discuss at the board
meeting on 11/5.

Tight lines,
Paul
Newsletter Deadline
I’ve been having some problems with getting the
newsletter out on time. It is mostly my fault because
I hold up putting the newsletter out so I can get that
last article. Here it is Monday our meeting is tomorrow
and I’m trying to finish the newsletter so you’ll have
something to get you informed about the meeting and
what the club is doing. I apologize for not getting the
newsletter out on time.
The deadline is always the first day of the month. From
now on what I have on the 1st will get published and
what I get on the 2nd day will have to wait until next
month. I will send the newsletter out the week before the
meeting so everyone has time to plan for the meeting.

The SWC council meeting was the next day and I
want to thank Ernie Gulley, Gary Applebee, Randy
Kelly, Richard Bean, Rick Proulx, and John Rose for
making it. These quarterly SWC meetings are great
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Andy Burk’s “Bottom Roller”
I usually go to Hot Creek in the winter months so I’m
not fighting the crowds & every time I’m unlacing
my wading boots I find a couple of scuds stuck in the
tongue of my boots. At the local shop, the guide smiled
when I showed them to him to find a match, as if I had
discovered something they wanted to keep quiet. So I
knew I was on to something good.
The flies they had there are pretty pricy, so I vowed to
tie sum up when I got home. After searching through
many patterns, I settled on this one. I like it mainly for
its simplicity & because it’s versatile. You can change
the weight, bead, and color of the dubbing from light
green to orange and even the shell, all to suit your needs.
Start off by loading the hook with the bead and
It can be fished Czech style, under an indicator, and as a 1.
lead fly to get the others down close to the bottom. Tie wire. Leave a few mills at the front.
some up; when they see a fat bug rolling pass them it
will be hard to resist to bite.
Materials:
hook

TMC 2487

bead

1/8 bead

lead wire

.020 lead wire

shellback

Rainbow Silly Skin

thread

8/0 tan thread

glue

super glue

ribbing

4lb. monofilament

dubbing

2 dubbings, 1 darker than the other

2.
Tie in thread in front of the bead, don’t build up
too much. At this point we just want to make sure the
bead doesn’t slide forward. Jump behind the bead and
secure lead. Add some super glue.
3.
Tie in the mono filament, which will be our rib.
Add super glue.

On this one I used hare’s ear mixed with crystal flash
and peacock
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seen these with a orange or pink “hot spot” too.
8.
Jump thread in front of the bead. Do a half hitch
to hold in place.

4.
Cut a strip of Silly Skin about the width of the
hook gap. Make a point at one end.

9.
Peel adhesive back from silly skin. Stretch
slightly and bring over the bead. Press down so it will
stick to dubbing. Secure silly skin in front of bead

5.
Peel back just the tip of the adhesive backing on
the silly skin and tie in about half way on the body.
6.
Slightly stretch the Silly Skin and start taking
thread back to the rear of the fly. This will give a more
natural tapered look to the fly.
7.
Since most of the bulk is made up already, you
don’t have to add lots of dubbing. Start off with the
lighter dubbing, then about the thorax add the dark. I’ve
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10.
Start ribbing the fly all the way to the front of
the bead. Secure ribbing and whip finish. Add glue to
secure.

A Message from your FFF President

can values except this time it is an exceptional value
in which I get to be with our special veterans who are
home from Iraq and Afghanistan being hosted by the
High Desert Fly Fishers, a Federation of Fly Fishers
charter club, volunteering under the umbrella of the
Healing Waters program. The charter club is part of the
Southwest Council. Friday morning, I flew down from
Sacramento to join them at the Jess Ranch, which features trout fishing, who donated the use of one of their
ponds loaded with good size trout. When I arrived all
of the wounded veterans were fishing and within a few
moments some of them were landing trout with the help
the FFF club members. As I looked upon the pond they
all were very excited and focused on those active trout
with a big smile and very intent with anticipation. Paul
Sinclair is the club president and with Carol Katz from
the Healing Waters program, they put together a much
appreciated event. There is something to be said about
the human spirit and on this early Friday morning that
was evident. Our veterans deserve the best from all of
us; to be around them was an honor and privilege. The
FFF has been part of the Healing Waters program since
the beginning. We are honored and humbled to be of
service
Philip Greenlee
President/Chairman FFF

SWCFFF NEWS
There were several of us from the HDFF at the SWCFFF Quarterly meeting. Paul Sinclair and Ernie Gulley got some information on how to grow a club that
will help the HDFF grow in membership. Randy Kelly
found out how we can help the Boys Scouts. John Rose
held a discussion group on how to put together a newsletter.

Healing Waters
It’s that time of year again with college football in full The Annual Fly Buy held at Long Beach casting Club
swing with Halloween and Thanksgiving just around will be held on either January 29, 2001 or February 5,
the corner. All of the above are traditional Ameri5

2011. More information will follow on this event as we
get closer to it.

much anticipation. This included getting fitted with
waders, wading boots, long underwear, PHWFF logo
shirts and other gear. They worked on casting techThe SWC newsletter is out on their web site; http:// niques and practiced drift boat etiquette.
www.southwestcouncilfff.org, go to newsletters and
click on Fall 2010.
The six men and two women departed from Long
Beach, San Jose and Los Angeles airports on Monday,
October 4, and met in Salt Lake City for the final leg
Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing
of the journey to Billings. There they were met by a
on the Big Horn River
shuttle for the ride to Ft. Smith and the Leaning Tree
Lodge, where each vet found a Montana Fly Fishers
Carole Katz, Southwest Regional Coordinator
cap on their pillow. After getting settled in their comfortable and homey rooms, there was a grand dinner
In January of this year, Mark and Rachel Stroda of Monwith the hosts and the Fly Rod Chronicles crew.
tana Fly Fishers and the Leaning Tree Lodge offered to
donate lodging and meals for four nights to eight disWe fished for three full days during a window of perfect
abled veterans. Planning started almost immediately.
weather. Some vets with physical limitations stayed
Participants were selected from throughout the Southin the drift boats, while others used the boats to get to
west Region based on having done something beyond
wading spots. All got valuable instruction from the
the norm, such as helping with the program, providing
group of superb and patient guides. There was ample
transportation for someone who cannot drive, placing
opportunity to use dry flies and nymphs as well as a few
in the national rod building contest, etc. The final eight
streamers. Clouds of tricos and pseudo tricos were imwere special people from three VA hospitals, one from
pressive. The Big Horn River changes seasonally and
the Sepulveda Valley VA, one from Menlo Park VA,
this time of year the die off of floating grasses from upand six from the Long Beach VAMC.
stream and the bottom moss throughout provided some
challenges, but everyone became proficient in the “Big
Horn moss slap.” Every vet caught fish, most of which
were in the 14-20 inch range. Fly Rod Chronicles
filmed with two cameras all day for three days and did
personal interviews that will be in a show to be aired in
February.
This trip is the culmination of a lot of hard work on the
part of many people. Words cannot adequately express
our gratitude to Mark and Rachel Stroda for their generosity and hospitality. Every morning Rachel cooked
breakfast for the eight vets and all seven guides, and
put together 20 lunches, all of which were excellent.
Mid-afternoon she was back in the kitchen preparing
appetizers, and then cooked a superb dinner for thirteen
people. No one went hungry. The Stroda’s additionally
The vets prepared for this trip for several months with
donated two boats and guides for the TV crew. Because
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the Leaning Tree Lodge was full with our veterans, the
Big Horn Trout Shop donated rooms for the TV crew,
and the State of Montana provided waivers for fishing
licenses for the vets. A giant thank you goes to those
who helped with fundraising to pay the guides and airfare, and those generous individuals who made contributions. When the Fly Rod Chronicles show airs, you
will see the big smiles you put on the faces of these deserving disabled veterans, and you will hear their statements about what this trip has meant. Thank you all so
very much.

LIFE, INDICATORS AND
LAKE CROWLEY
GIL ROWE
Where did my indicator go? This was no drive-by. No
fish just swimming by the midges, making the indicator dip just a little. No, this was the real deal. A real
fish, hook lodged in the mouth, taking drag and making
me smile for the first time in quite a few months. I had
great plans in the spring, booking a multitude of fresh
and saltwater trips. The San Juan, Walker, Owens and
Crowley were all on my schedule. Life happens and
for me it was a bad back giving out that put the brakes
on all my plans. One thing tends to lead to another and
this was no different. The bad back lead to Sciatica, the
discovery of a kidney tumor and a cardiac problem.

The trout jumped for the first time a few seconds after
hook up. Showed himself in all his ( or her) silver glory.
Going to all the medical appointments over the last six
months turned into a job by itself. I went back to work
after a month but could only manage 10 hours a week.
Still it got me out of the house and forced me to move
around even with the pain. This fish was tough, I’m
looking at backing and the trout is still taking line. My
son is smiling and I know what he is thinking. “The old
man may not be able to move around very well but he
can still fish.” There comes a turning point in all battles,
I got the trout on the reel and am getting line. The indicator is coming to the surface. After four months I took
a personal inventory of my health. The kidney tumor
was treated with cryo-surgery and the cardiac problem
is under control. The back and sciatica improved but
my range of motion is still very limited. Sometimes I
fall down trying to get up. No strength in the left thigh
or leg. The guide gets the net ready as I maneuver the
fish closer to the boat. The pain is an everyday issue but
I’m coping. I’m here after all, fishing Lake Crowley in
an October wind and rainstorm. I slide the fish over the
foam lined rim of the net. It’s a very nice Rainbow of
seventeen inches. My son takes a quick picture. The
guide puts the fish back in the water. He works it back
and forth until it swims off under its own power. I’m
learning my new limits but still tend to push beyond my
comfort zone. I can fish out of boats but not wade or
stand for long periods of time.
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I have to move slowly with purpose. Back to fishing,
my indicator just went down.
A month ago I decided I was going fishing. It had to be
in a boat as wading or walking any distance was out of
the question. I ended up booking two days with Sierra
Drifters on Crowley. I enlisted my son to come along
and act as a baby- sitter in case I ran into trouble. Our
trip was on October 3 rd to 5th. We pulled in to Bishop
that Sunday afternoon. We made a side trip to South
Lake and checked out the fall colors then fly fished
South Bishop creek for an hour. No luck so we headed
back to town. Got some take out from Vons and headed
back to the motel for a quick dinner and bed.

Day two with Doug was just as good but there were
larger fish on the chew. The fish were also more aggressive with hard take downs. Johns biggest fish were
16-17-19-20-20” with one of the 20” a cutthroat. I had
17-19-20-21” rainbows. The 21” fish was a real slug
and taped out at 6.5 pounds
It was great fishing and just what I needed you can check
out our trip on you-tube. Look under benthook59 or
Lake Crowley Oct 4-5. There are two parts.
Gil

Monday morning was cold and windy. During our
drive It rained all the way to Crowley. Our guide, Phil
Therrien, called us just as we parked by the docks to
see if we wanted to cancel. We were already in our rain
gear and ready to go. We said we wanted to give it a
try. In a few minutes Phil pulled in, we loaded our gear
in the 21 foot guide boat and we were on our way. Day
two was much the same. Cold, windy and wet at times.
Our guide on day two was Doug Rodricks. Again we
were in a 21 foot flats boat. Lunch ,drinks and fly gear
were provided as part of the trip price. The fishing was
fantastic. Day one was lots of take downs. We each
had between 15-20 fish all Rainbows. My son’s biggest fish the first day were 16-17-17-19” and mine were
17-17-19-19-20.”

South Bishop Creek
Photos by Gil
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while fighting a fish?

Look Before You Fish

One way to train yourself to look first is to avoid putting on a fly at the car. If you have to stop to right at
the water’s edge, you can also use that time to observe,
assess, and plan your attack.

Posted by: Phil Monahan on the Orvis Blog, 10/13/10
One of the more common mistakes that guides see is an
angler stumbling into a river before taking a few minutes to figure out what’s going on. Observation is an
undervalued tool, and too many fly fishermen skip this
first step because they assume that they know what’s
happening on the water. Maybe they fished the same
spot yesterday or perhaps a guy at the local shop explained what to expect, but that kind of information
shouldn’t supersede what you can discover with your
own eyes.

When you leave the car and walk to a river or lake,
don’t jump right in and start casting. Instead, stop well
back from the edge of the water and just stand there
for a few minutes, watching the water, the air above it,
the streamside vegetation, and the like. Give your eyes
From Headhunters fishing blog:
time to adjust from driving mode to fishing mode. If
you’ve been fishing for a long time, you know what to
look for; if you’re a novice, you can train your eyes to Flies that work never exceed the flies that don’t work.
notice important features and events during this brief
period.
Legend has it that a Montana bar once had a jar full of
“Flies that Suck.” It was jammed full.
Here are some things to look for:
1. Do you see any fish rising?
Ask any guide, angler, bait chucker, cane pole feller…
2. Can you spot any fish holding or moving?
they will all possess lots of combined stuff that don’t
3. Are there insects on the water? In the air? Crawling work.
in the streamside vegetation?
4. How is the water clarity?
Just don’t tell your wife the monetary value of this ever
5. Is the water higher or lower than normal?
increasing pile.
6. Can you identify likely holding spots—behind current breaks, near structure, below riffles, etc.?
It’s OK though, they will make more.
7. Do you need to get in the water, or can you fish from
shore?
And, I will certainly buy more…you too.
8. Is there a good place to get in the water that will
avoid spooking fish and position you well to cast to I know I have a fly box full how about you
likely fish-holding spots?
guys?
9. Are there any wading hazards you’ll need to avoid?
10. Are there any obstacles that you’ll need to avoid
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SWCFFF Fundraising Tournament
This last weekend The Southern Sierra Fly Fishers held
a fly fishing tournament to raise funds for the SWCFFF.
Six teams attended the tournament; The Southern Sierra Fly Fishers (SSFF), Fresno Fly Fishers for Conservation (FFFC), Golden State Fly Fishers (GSFF), Deep
Creek Fly Fishers (DCFF), Sierra Pacific Fly Fishers
(SPFF) and Orange County Fly Fishers (OCFF). Richard Alden Bean will be writing an article for the FFF
magazine with photos. So we’ll all be looking forward
to it.
Each team consisted of five fly fishers and five controllers. On Friday night there was a poker tournament to
raise funds for the Southern Sierra Fly Fishers Kids
Academy. They have the Kids Academy to teach fly
fishing to the kids and each kid gets a fly rod setup for
attending. There is help form a rod company in supplying rods for the kids and if you have an extra five or ten
dollars send it to the Southern Sierra Fly Fishers to help
this very worthwhile event. You can send it to:
Kern River Fly Shop
11301 Kernville RD.
Kernville, CA 93238
Tell them you want to donate to the Kids Academy.
The Tournament was a lot of fun to participate in. On
Saturday, Nov. 6th at 8:00 the controllers had a meeting
to learn their duties and what beat they were working.
At 9:00 the fly fishers came and drew their beats. Some
of us cried and some smiled after we drew our beats.
The rules were the same as the national tournament
teams.
FLIES:
1. Only flies with a single barbless hook may be used.
Hooks that have their barb crushed down so as to no

longer act as a barb shall be considered barbless.
2. Flies may be weighted but all weight material must
be covered with tying material i.e. no jig head hooks.
3. Dropper flies may not be attached to any part of
another fly; that includes the bend, shank or eye. All
dropper flies must be attached to line coming from the
leader, i.e. tag
4. Minimum measured distance between the actual flies
at their closest is 45 cm (18”)
5. Exception: an exposed bead head or cone head is OK
but must not exceed 4.75 mm (3/16”) in diameter. Exposed dumbbell eyes are also permitted but must not
exceed 3.175 mm (1/8”) eye diameter. All other weight
must be covered by tying material.
FISH:
1. Fish must be 25 cm (10”) to qualify. Only trout species will qualify.
SCORING:
1. Each fish over 25 cm landed will score 100 points
plus 20 points per centimeter: Example: a 30 cm fish
will score 100 + 600 = 700 points
BEATS:
1. There will be a random draw for beat assignment.
Competitors will not be assigned the same beat in any
session.
2. Numbered beats will be marked with a buffer zone
between each beat. Competitors must fish within their
assigned beat and may not fish from the buffer zone.
3. If a hooked fish swims into a buffer zone, the competitor may play the fish from inside their own beat and
it must
also be landed within their beat. If a hooked fish swims
into the adjacent beat, it must be played and landed from
inside the competitor’s own beat. Landed fish should be
presented to the controller while still in the net and the
fly still in the mouth of the fish.
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CONTROLLERS:
1. Verify all rules have been followed.
2. Measure and record the fish.
3. Report results to the tournament officials.

me off. Would anything go right? About five or six cast
later I got a nice 28 cm (11”) fish to the net, I’m on
the board. But, I have over an hour to fish. I ended up
catching four other fish two nine fish that don’t count
and another 28 cm (11”) and a 30 cm (113/4”).

That evening we had an Awards Banquet where Deep
I was very apprehensive about being on the Deep Creek Creek took third with the Southern Sierra FF taking first
Team. I felt there was better fly fishers than me but and Fresno taking second. We also found out the rest of
Mike Wright insisted that I be on the team. I got there the results and how we did on our teams. Redemption
on Wednesday to, as my neighbor who bass fishes in comes at funny times. I took first on our team with a totournaments says, pre fish. I caught nine that day and tal of three fish and 2020 points but was penalized 100
felt good about my prospects for the tournament. Each points for not catching a fish in the morning. But the
day after that I caught less fish with only one caught best part was the camaraderie of everyone there. From
Friday and I snagged him above his eyebrow after he the controllers rooting for you to the other fishermen
hit my dry fly. So on Saturday I was feeling my luck comparing beats and techniques.
had ran out.
After the banquet Liam, I didn’t get his last name, from
Saturday I drove to my beat B section 6 and looked at Southern Sierra FF was staying at the same lodge that
the water. Richard and Barbara Bean were there with DCFF was and he came down to have a few beers. We
friends as well as my controller Bob who lives in Kern- grilled him on what he fished with and the flies he used.
ville in the winter and Wyoming in the summer. The Liam caught the most fish with 4 in the morning and 4
pressure was on as Richard and his friend each had a in the afternoon and had the most points. Liam showed
camera and were going to take pictures, so my casting us the flies he used (he weights his flies) and told me he
needed to look good and I had to hit the right spots or would send me the instructions for tying these flies. One
Richard would know for sure I was a crappy fly fisher. of them is a killer for the East Fork of the San Gabriel
I fished this beat for two hours and hooked two fish and River. Liam talked about his rod and the line he used
both shook me off in the first 45 minutes. I didn’t get and how he fished it. If you don’t Czech nymph you
a hit for the rest of my hour and fifteen minutes. So I won’t do very well on the Kern river. You can catch fish
came back to meet my team fish less and everyone else but some of that water is made for Czech nymphing.
caught at least one fish. We exchanged info on what
worked and what didn’t had a quick lunch and then Next year, the HDFF needs to get involved and send a
went to our afternoon beats.
team to this event. I’m not a competitive fly fisher and
don’t even count how many fish I catch so I was reI had Michael Schweit as my controller. We could study ally feeling under pressure to perform. But, this was so
our beat for a half hour before starting to fish and that much fun I’ll defiantly do it again!! And I came away
time didn’t count to our fishing time. Michael asked if I with some new friends. Like I said at the beginning
wanted to study the water and I said, “ No let’s get this look for Richard’s article because it will be a great arover with!” I had two islands with nice pocket water ticle with photos.
on each side perfect, as this is what I love to fish. After
about four casts I hooked up on the swing and he shook Gary Applebee
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MEETING ON TUESDAY:
November 9th

Hi Desert Fly Fishers
SUPPORTERS:
Sierra Trading Post:
www.sierratradingpost.com
Arizona Flyfishing (AZ):
www.azﬂyfishing.net
Flymen Fishing Co.:
www.ﬂymenfishingcompany.com
SierraStream:
www.stillwaterﬂyfishingadventures.com
The Sierra Trout Magnet:
www.sierratroutmagnet.com

